CIDRAL Public Events | Spring 2016

17 Feb | Workshop: Unmentionables: Conversations about the obscene
2-5 P.M.
Conference Room, Manchester Museum

17 Feb | François Hartog (EHESS)
5-7 P.M.
Public lecture: “Towards a New Historical Condition”
A215 Samuel Alexander Building

18 Feb | Postgraduate seminar with François Hartog
10-12 A.M.
4.3 Roscoe Building

1-3 P.M.
1,007 Roscoe Building

2 Mar | Jens Andermann (Zurich)
5-7 P.M.
Public Lecture: “The Ends of Nature: Latin American Modernity and the Crisis of Landscape”
1,007 Roscoe Building

8 Mar | Alvise Sforza Tarabochia (Kent)
2-4 P.M.
Talk: “Basaglia and Lacan”
A3.7 Ellen Wilkinson Building

19 Apr | Jing Wang (MIT)
5-7 P.M.
Public lecture
A115 Samuel Alexander Building

27 May | Workshop: Museums and Time
2-5 P.M.
A116 Samuel Alexander Building

2 Jun | Roundtable: Discussion of the exhibition ‘The Imitation Game’
TBC
Manchester Art Gallery

For more information:
tristan.burke@manchester.ac.uk
alc.manchester.ac.uk/cidral/
twitter.com/cidral_uom